Of the bronze which was renowned in early days, the Corinthian is the most highly praised.' This is a compound that was produced by accident, when Corinth was burned at the time of its capture; and there has been a wonderful mania among many people for possessing this metal .... Corinth was taken in the third year of the 158th Olympiad ... when for ages there had no longer been any famous artists in metalwork; yet these persons designate all the specimens of their work as Corinthian bronzes ....2 T HE FAME OF CORINTHIAN BRONZE and the city's reputation for craftsman- 
models. The second is through comparison of stylistic qualities of objects in all media that are attributable to specific centers with discernibly similar details in extant metalwork, no matter where the latter is found.
When a major work, such as the Vix krater, is found in an area either far removed from any artistic center or without ancient testimonia for metalworking, the temptation to find a home for it is overwhelming. Arguments for attribution of the Vix krater to Corinth, Lakonia, or West Greece5 have relied on stylistic analyses of the Medusa, horses or human figures, on the types of ornaments, or on the graffiti on the backs of the neck figures. If the Romans were unable to distinguish genuine from spurious Corinthian vessels,6 can we, even more removed in time and connoisseurship, agree on a provenance? It is the purpose of this paper to explore the feasibility of this methodology and the attributions ensuing from it, by discussion of ceramic finds with metallic features, all found in Ancient Corinth.
The first four items are vases, all of Corinthian clay, with metal-imitating decorative details. and other fabrics also show similar features. Clay hydriai most often have these metal derivations, but amphoras, kraters, and oinochoai were also so decorated. Can we be certain that the potters each time, and in each center, took the motifs from local metal counterparts; or once the additions were introduced, might not the potters have copied from clay vases on which the details appeared?
Palmettes painted at the bases of handles on many shapes from different locales might be interpreted as an adaptation of the metallic palmettes. Yet most of the latter, especially in the 6th century, also show elaborate volutes, antithetical animals, or protomes in addition to the base palmettes. These additional features rarely appear on clay vases, although it was certainly possible to paint them or add them separately. It would appear that the clay examples perpetuate only certain details.
2 seems to be rather special, since both the base handle attachment and the fluting are uncommon in clay. But I am as reluctant to use these features to argue for Corinthian manufacture of Classical siren-palmette vases as I am to interpret resemblances between painted and plastic decoration as proof of origin.16 There is no way to demonstrate whether the Corinthians, or any potters, were each time inspired by their own metal vases, or whether they were copying clay vases with metal elements which someone, years before, had created.
In addition, if one argues that the potters did derive the metallic details from a direct source in metal, one cannot be sure that the prototype was locally made. The metal vases in both the 6th and 5th centuries often show common decorative elements: palmettes, recumbent heraldic animals, ducks' heads on side handles, siren-palmette attachments, and a few more. The list is not very long, considering how many types could have been added to the vase. Yet, within each type of attachment there are very different details. Each siren-palmette shows different renderings of the palmette, volutes, or shape of the wings. Thus it seems impossible to attribute all vases with this form of handle decoration to a specific locale. Two of the hydriai from the cache found at Paestum17 have decorative lions; one is a vertical handle, the other is a protome at the top of the vertical handle. Even after consideration for the different placements and functions, the heads exhibit very different structures. So, too, the profiles and treatment of the shoulders differ. Yet the details of the side handles, with beaded projecting ridge and antithetical lion or horse protomes, are very similar. The general syntax of another of the hydriai from the same cache is close to the Sala Consilina hydria,'8 but the shape and proportions are dissimilar. The type of side handles on the latter two hydriai, with palmettes, rotellai, and ducks' heads, can be found on the side handles of the hydria from Krestaina, in Elis.19 The rest of the decoration on the latter is radically different, as is the form of its shoulder, neck, and rim. The Krestaina hydria shows a combination of motifs, linking it not only with the 6th-century examples cited above, but also with the later ivy-leaf group.20 These comparisons show that the decorative elements were used erratically, fluidly. Some of the details appear to have lasted for a long time, just as terracotta figurine types were also retained long after they first appeared.
The coexistence of strong differences and similarities on vases that seem to be contemporary, the retention of motifs for several generations, suggest a great deal of borrowing, of interaction between the different bronze-making sites. A motif such as the ridged palmette worked very well to mask the handle attachment. Who first made it may never be known. But it was quickly adopted by different craftsmen who also discovered that it could be expanded: volutes or snakes winding away from it, recumbent animals beside it, female protomes above it.
This borrowing of motifs can be supported by actual finds, for at several sites molds have been discovered that are impressions taken directly from metal.21 The following four items are such impressions, all of Corinthian clay. The technique and use of these impressions have been admirably discussed by E. R. Williams. There is one observation to be added to hers, that the practice of making them was probably much more widespread than hitherto realized, thereby decreasing the probability of attributing metal vases. In the later 6th century, Corinth's neighbors, Argos, Sikyon, and Aigina, had developed the technology for casting large-scale bronze sculpture. The practical Corinthians had already created a market in portable goods and made, I suspect, a conscious decision to continue producing those sorts of objects that would contribute to a healthy economy. Corinth thus never developed an important school of bronze sculptors. What work was needed was commissioned from non-Corinthian artists.53 The city was certainly financially able to hire the best. Such lack of local production in large-scale bronze statues is best illustrated by the list of the pupils of Polykleitos; they came from Argos, Sikyon, Arkadia, but not Corinth.54 When the multi-figured Nauarchs monument was commissioned,55 with the portrait of at least one Corinthian admiral, the Lakonians had to hire foreigners, since they too had no artists. 
